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2016 June SAP Official New Released C_HANAIMP151 Q&As in GreatExam.com! 100% Free Download! 100% Pass
Guaranteed! GreatExam has updated the latest version of SAP C_HANAIMP151 exam, which is a hot exam of SAP certification. It
is GreatExam SAP C_HANAIMP151 exam dumps that give you confidence to pass this certification exam in first attempt and with
maximized score. Following questions and answers are all new published by SAP Official Exam Center: (The full version is in the
end of the article!!!) QUESTION 71Which of the following objects can you use when you build an analytic view? A. Attribute
viewsB. Analytic viewsC. HierarchiesD. VariablesE. ProjectionsAnswer: ACD QUESTION 72Which of the following SAP
data provisioning methods provide complex transformations? A. SAP Data ServicesB. SAP HANA smart data accessC. SAP
Replication ServerD. SAP HANA smart data quality Answer: AD QUESTION 73You need to find out which users logged on to
the SAP HANA system over the course of the last week.What would you check? A. The Audit logB. Entries in
M_CONNECTIONSC. The nameserver_history.trc fileD. The indexserver_alert.trc file Answer: A QUESTION 74Which type
of connection does Direct Extractor Connection (DXC) use to transfer data to SAP HANA? A. RFC connectionB. Secondary
database connectionC. http connectionD. ODBC connection Answer: C QUESTION 75You want to load a large amount of
source data (more than one billion rows) into SAP HANA for read-intensive information models.Which table type is recommended
for this scenario? A. Global temporary tableB. Decision tableC. Row tableD. Column table Answer: D QUESTION 76You
have imported models from the development system. What is the recommended way toactivate dependent models in SAP HANA?
A. Use the Activate with History function.B. Use the Where-Used List function.C. Use the Cascade Activate function.D.
Activate each view manually. Answer: C QUESTION 77Which of the following authentication methods are supported for Single
Sign-On for SAP HANA? A. KerberosB. LDAP over SSLC. Secure Network Communication (SNC)D. SAML CAS
(Central Authentication Service) Answer: A QUESTION 78What happens when you turn on replication of an SAP ERP source
system using SAP Landscape Transformation (SLT)? A. SLT creates ABAP code in the ERP system that writes to application
tables.B. SLT creates ABAP code in the ERP system that writes to logging tables.C. SLT creates database triggers in the ERP
system that write to logging tables.D. SLT creates database triggers in the ERP system that write to application tables. Answer: C
QUESTION 79You have to design a report that shows actual, planned, and variance values. How do you implement this requirement
if you want to achieve the best performance? A. Use a calculation view based upon two analytic views using a union.B. Use a
calculation view based upon two analytic views using a join.C. Use a single source data foundation in the Universe Design Tool
and include the two analytic views.D. Use a multisource-enabled data foundation in the Universe Design Tool for each analytic
view. Answer: A QUESTION 80In a graphical calculation view you specify the default client to be dynamic.How is the client value
determined when the view is used? A. By checking the session client of the user accessing the viewB. By reading the client of
the tables in the viewC. By applying the filtering conditions on the client fieldD. By executing a procedure in the user's own
schema Answer: A GreatExam offers you all the C_HANAIMP151 exam questions which are the same as your real test with 100%
correct and coverage rate. We provide the latest full version of C_HANAIMP151 PDF and VCE dumps to ensure your
C_HANAIMP151 exam 100% pass. 2016 SAP C_HANAIMP151 exam dumps (All 308 Q&As) from GreatExam:
http://www.greatexam.com/c-hanaimp151-exam-questions.html [100% Exam Pass Guaranteed!!!]
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